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One has to feel sorry for the greys and blondes these days. Hardly a 
day goes by that we don't hear about another crash or accident involving 
a saucer. Is it a problem in design? Is it pilot error? Or are the Terran 
Air Forces too much for them? 

Aside from the implausibility that an interplanetary spacecraft would 
malfunction immediately upon reaching Earth, or a product of incredibly 
advanced technology blowing apart during a thunderstorm, the scary thing 
is that there is a growing collection of circumstantial evidence about 
exactly such events. What is more suspicious is that several of the stories 
are said to have originated from recent occurences. This comes at a time 
when interest in the Roswell incident is renewed� and an intensive study 
of the case is underway by CUFOS members and other researchers. If there 
truly is a Disinfo�rn�ticn B�anch within �J-12, this would c��tcinly be 
evidence of its handiwork. 

The grandaddy of saucer crash stories is certainly the Roswell case. 
Ever since Scully's book made it part of UFO folklore, it never has been 
idle. Whether it's really the Aztec crash or the Roswell, or another near 
White Sands, the possibility has circulated among ufologists that there 
was something at the root of the story. The Unsolved Mysteries version of 
the incident was certainly one of the most interesting presentations on 
the subject, and raised a number of questions. Skeptics are quick to point 
out that second-hand accounts of eyewitnesses are not conclusive proof of 
·anything, but large numbers of corroborative second-hand testaments are 
indeed suggestive that an unusual event took place. The CUFOS investigation 
is an excellent step in the right direction, and on-site studies are a 
good way to dig up new information. 

The alternative to such a study is the method that most peopLe seem to 
be applying these days, namely document retrieval. I think the majority 
of ufologists by now believe the MJ-12 documents to be at the very least 
suspicious, and many are convinced of their absolute forgery. At the 
moment (March, 1990), there is a flurry of accusative prose questioning 
the public release of the documents. Are the photocopying marks identical? 
Who actually had the documents first? Are they the same ones that Linda 
Howe was shown? How many "birds" are there? I cannot possibly list all of 
the questions in circulation. Lawsuits are flying across the ocean and 
angry letters are being sent off by registered mail every day. Frankly, 
I don't want to get involved in the fray. 

However, as noted, there is a growing mass of evidence that something 
happened in a New Mexico desert around 1950. There also is evidence that 
press releases about the incident did conflict with one another over some 
of the details. As researchers have pointed out, the admission of a 
weather balloon as the shredded culprit seems at odds with other� testimony, 
and when the gestalt of other circumstantial evidence is examined, some 
have seen the clear markings of a major cover-up. 

Most of us are familiar with the problems in assuming such a scenario. 
If the US Government actually has pieces of a flying saucer, and perhaps 
"little green men in pickle jars", then the implications are staggering. 
Philip Klass is correct in s.tating that nothing short of a complete 
disclosure of government cover-up and the public parade of saucerbits will 
prove the story. Of course, even in rather obvious cases of government and 
military mismanagement do we find such a lack of openness that this 
possibility is totally improbable. 
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Is it possible that a secret of such emormous complexity could be 
concealed from the public for 40 years? Well, yes. The so-called "black" 
programs that get billions of dollars of funding and don't formally show 
up on Defense Department budgets are evidence that a lot of things go on 
under our noses, all unawares. In the same way that skeptics insist that 
there is no evidence that crash/retrievals have occurred, there is also 
evidence that secrets can be kept under certain conditions, and that we 
have no evidence to believe that retrievals have not occurred. But we are 
further aware of the axiom: "Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence." 
Rather than attacking the concept of crashes as foolish beliefs, it is far 
wiser to accept the stories as possible scenarios in need of support. This 
is the true stance of skepticism. 

A list of names has been offered for the identities of the MJ-12 group. 
Curiously, it is true that the people on the list would have been good 

candidates for such a group, if their expertise was needed following the 
military discovery of a crashed flying saucer. All are dead, with the 
exception of Eric Walker who appears to privately admit the crash stories 
are true. Or does he? 

Even without the accusations that Moore, or G ood, or whoknowswhoelse 
is witholding information and/or acting as a disinformant, there are 
problems with the story. There is indeed evidence that the implicating memo 
was somehow "planted" in the Archives, although the fing�r is not pointing 
at anyone with absolute certainty (This in itself is not entirely true, as 
some researchers have been convinced of the guilt of Moore for some time; 
but did he do it? Others have argued that Moore was "set. up", and that 
we still have no clues to the identity of "Mr. Big".) . If the goals of the 
disinformants were confusion and dissention in the ranks, then a good job 
has been done. Some researchers insist that some aspect of the documents 
is true: that there is a secret government project on UFOs in operation. 

And what are we to think of Lazar? A person who claims to have worked at 
G room Lake (or Area 51) and seen the saucerbits and aliens, but whose past 
is shrouded in secrecy and mystery. His educational records and birth records 
have been erased by persons unknown, and there is no way to verify his 
claims. Curiously, despite official denials, some proof has been found that 
links him positively with Los Alamos. Can the rest of·his story be true? 
As much as we would hate to believe John Lear's outlandish tales of alien 
underground bases and bizarre laboratories, some ufologists are shaking 
their heads in disbelief as small bits of apparently corroborating evidence 
slowly surface. Are we living in the Twilight Zone, or what? 

The bottom line is the anonymity that sources are insisting upon. Let's 
face it: if everyone who has been implicated in Saucergate came forward 
with all of their evidence, openly sharing and exchanging information, and 
freely discussing and critiquing each other's claims, we would at last get· 
to the bottom of the whole mess. 

But it will never happen. Too many people have a vested interest in the 
outcome of the shadow play. Furthermore, since there is some possibility 
that disinformation ploys are afoot, and some evidence that government or 
military personnel are involved, the stage is set for a continuance of 
the undercover and supersecret operations that are part of the crash and 
retrieval syndrome. 

[Recent info: Grant Cameron ..... CANADA GOOSE Chris Rutkowski NORTHERN LOON] 
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Then there's the story that a saucer has crashed in Canada. In 
mid-February, a number of Canadian ufologists received an anonymous letter 
detailing the crash and subsequent cover-up of a saucer just outside of 
Ottawa. The letter and enclosures are reproduced in this issue so that the 
reader can get a good idea of what it's about. Although my gut feeling is 
that it's a bad hoax, some of the content shows that the writer is in 
touch with the latest trends and theories in ufology. 

The crash was alleged to have occurred just outside of Ottawa near the 
town of Carp. The crash supposedly took place on November 4, 1989, shortly 
after 8:00 PM. The first indication that something is amiss is the comment 
that: "Early the next morning November 6 • . .  ", where already there is some 
confusion about the date. Although it is said that a cover story about 
construction in the area was the reason for the heavy e quipment, at least 
some inquiries of the local townspeople revealed that no one had heard of 
any construction there at all. 

The writer is also obviously Canadian. He or she knows the area well 
enough to describe the Corkery Road swamp, and pinpoint it on a map. The 
writer also knows about the "underground facility" at Kanata, just close 
by, which is basically a nuclear fallout bunker for politicians and military 
personnel. The word "metre" is spelled in the Canadian format, unlike the · 

American "meter". The University of Ottawa is identified as a facility 
where clandestine C IA mind control experiments had been done in the past, 
and which an official Inquiry has determined did take place. 

The mystery writer also knows a fair bit about military weaponry, noting 
things like AH-6 4 Apaches and UH-6 0 Blackhawks. Along the way, the writer 
mentions Berlitz's latest book ('' Dragon's Triangle"), alien brain implants 
and photographs in the possession of the NRC. At least one mistake in the 
text can be found; the writer interprets the process as "magnetic resolution 
scanning" instead of "magnetic resonance scanning", and this suggests that 
the writer just threw together these concepts to make it look like he or she 
was fully informed. 

The sections in the text which talk about China and the Middle East 
clearly show the writer's preoccupation with anti-semitism and a variety of 
other biases. Continued references to Hitler and Naziism imply a Harbinson
like scenario, yet are mixed with other absurd ideas to make even this seem 
logical. There are several incomplete sentences and examples of bad 
structure in grammar and punctuation. 

The letter was not sent to all Canadian ufologists, but to a select few 
who somehow rated the receipt of the diatribe. For some reason, among these 
few was the new Quebec group OVN I-Alert�, which was totally ·baffled by the 
l�tter but was fairly certain it was a hoax. 

The identity of the writer is still a mystery, although some ufologists 
may have their suspicions. Why the letter was written and sent in the 
first place is anybody's guess, though since it comes at a time when a 
number of other crash stories are circulating, this is not altogether 
unexpected. 

Investigations by Arthur Bray and others in the Ottawa area have found 
some witnesses who recalled seeing "mystery helicopters" (twin rotor), 
flying and hovering over the exact spot mentioned in the letter. Clive 
Navin has scouted the area, and found no signs of heavy construction work, 
nor do residents of the area recall any such activity. 

An interesting further complication is the fact that there actually was 
a UFO report in NRC files from Carp in 19 89. It came from a woman who was 
driving with her son along a road in the area when a brightly-lighted UFO 
flew over them and shone a light on them, causing "radiation burns" on her 
son's arm. Unfortunately, the NRC person who took the call did not get 
enough information from the caller, and attempts to check the story have 
been fruitless. 
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We can further note other alleged saucer crashes over the past several 
.Years. The South African story is perhaps the best-known of these. As the 
tale goes, the South African military, using borrowed American technology, 
shot down a saucer with a "particle beam weapon" aboard one of its planes. 
As usual, the craft was recovered and aliens' bodies were removed from the 
wreckage. This was also supposed to have occurred in 1989, on May 7, in 
Botswana. Some military personnel were said to have died when the alien 
"gravity field" malfunctioned, sending a helicopter crashing to earth. 
The documents about the incident carry official-looking South African 
letterhead and are addressed to P resident F.W. De Klerk from the B.O.S. S. 
( Bureau of State Security). The document goes on to describe how the South 

African "Blue Team" is working to understand the aliens' physiology·, and 
how information found in "silicon slides" inside the spacecraft tells about 
the ''total collapse of all world governments and the eventual ellimination 
(sic) of the human race". So what else is new. 

The South African document is unique in that it specifically names a 
ufologist ( Henry Azadhedel) as being a "security leak". Azadhedel is indeed 
following up the story, and has already published some information detailing 
the incident. One weird story is that a UFO researcher called a military · 

base mentioned in one of the documents and spoke to an officer about the 
case. The officer was wary, but seemed to confirm that something definitely 
had taken place. This kind of apparent "partial verification" is a part of 
several crash stories, and is one reason why researchers are not a

'
lways 

eager to dismiss them out of hand. It is possible that in these situations, 
some crash or accident may have really occurred, but not necessarily a 
saucer. As some have suggested, some covered-up crashes may have involved 
early tests of Stealth technology and other spy aircraft. 

On May 6, 1978, a UFO was seen in the remote parts of southern.Bolivia 
and northern Argentina. It was described as cylindrical in shape, and made 
several changes in direction before it was seen to explode. A loud blast 
was heard as far away as 80 miles from the site, and a column of smoke was 
seen rising from the mountainous area. Expeditions to the site were 
hampered by rough terrain, but later that month and aerial survey found an 
enormous rockslide on the side of a mountain. Bob P ratt flew to the area 
and joined another expedition. Scientists, military and lay investigators 
all concluded that something had indeed crashed into the mountain to cause 
the landslide, but boulders the size of houses now covered whatever might 
have been buried there. Renato Vesco noted a similar story from the Chilean 
Andes, whereby a disc-shaped craft had crashed in March of 19 50 and a 
scientific/military expedition had found fragments during their survey. 

It is not my intent to list off the crash/retrieval stories that have 
circulat�d since ufology's early years. Others have already done this, and 
besides, there's too many tales to list in a small zine like the SG J. It 
would be hard to compile such a list, too, because some stories are just 
rumours, or rumours of rumours, like the crashed Soviet UFO/spacecraft that 
is said to have been found in northern Manitoba. Or still in MaDitoba, I 
could note the rumour that there is an underground saucer base at CFB Shilo. 

What are we to make of the crash stories? In the case of Roswell, we can 
note that a large number of people are attesting that something strange was 
going on in the area about the time cited. But since the postwar years 
found a variety of military activity in the region, especially through some 
projects like Operation P aperclip, this is not entirely mysterious. We 
should still maintain an open mind, but realize that the likelihood of 
crashes is pretty slim, and we do need some powerfully-convincing proof 
before we can embrace any retrieval story. 
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REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA REPUBLIEK VAN SUIO·AFf\IKA 

'I'HIS. DOCUI'tENT IIAS BEEN CLASSIFIED - NOT TO BE DIVULGED 

BEURAU OF STATE SECURITY 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

CODE NAME: 

P RIMARY STATUS: 

SECONDARY STATUS: 

SECURITY STATUS: 

SPEC'rRU�J CODE: 

OFFICE OF Ok!CEN: . : . . 

D ESIGNATED: 

11 HAY 1909 

KALAHARI I NCIDENT PWE 3 

THUND ERBOLT 

R ED - POSS I BLE WAR EMERGENCY 

R ED - POSSIBLE WAR EMERGENCY 

CLASSIFIED . - NATIONAL SECURITY 

T,D.A. 

D�L.E;N.I, - 8,0,S.S. Wco. PtA. 

PRESIDENT F.W. DE KLERK I CAPE TOWN· 

THERE WILL. BE NO CORRECTIONS OR ALTERATIONS TO THE INFORMATION CON TAI,NED IN TillS DOCUMENT. 
·� 

THIS DOCUMENT HAS· BEEN C L ASSIFIED - NOT TO DE DIVULGED. 

PACE ONE OF THREE 

South African saucer crash 

/ (:,.·' • • THIS DOCUMENT Ht\S BEEN CLASSIFI ED - HOT TO BE 
.

DIVULGED 

PRESIDENT F.W. DE KLERK , 

O ur O.S.I. hereby wish to confirm the following information regarding the "KALAHARI INCIDEN1' OF 7 Hay 1989. :,fter careful! study and ananlysis of all material made available to us, it J.;.s become more apparent that this · case must 
remain "CLASSIFIED" at the hishest level in the interest of NATIONAL SECURITY. 

A) l�e have confirmation that the two Galaxy .C-5 carriers with two humanoid entities and space craft have landed as planned at Wright - Patterson Air Force .Dose I Dayton I Ohio I U.S.A. The whole operation was executed with nreot skill and precise calculations. 

B)· South Africon Blue Team ·will reside ot the above mentioned-Air Base to to gain extensive knowled*e on the phisio!ogy, psychological composition and history of t;volution of tli� two lu:rr.nnoids. · 
. 

C) Sout'h Af�ica·n Red Team will aathcr extensive itechntcal data at· Ames Research 'Center. We are sure that this data will give us a. greater and more accurate understanding of the nlien space craft we recovered in August 1986, and which are at present being stored at Hafeking Air Base·. 

D) Air Force cryptology dept. at Waterkloof Air Force Base reported that 99% uf ull infor.nation stored oloctronically and on silicon slides .�inside the nl ien space craft tronslntes to a total collapse of all world goverments and eventual ellimination of the human race es we knov it to exist today. 'I'his is our reason for reclassifying this document to status AAA J-1 

E) .• Information was given to B.O.S.S. that a security leak concerning this event niay exist in Europe, Our I.I.N. will be. investigating this claim and take action· accordingly. We suspect a certain Dr. or · Hr Azadhedel (It is not clear what his title is as no records-are available in Europe to confirm his educational title.) This individual will remain under surveilance by S.A.I.I.N, until! further action is suggested' by B.O.S,S, 

THIS DOCUHENT IIAS BEEN CLASSIFIED - NOT TO BE DIVULGED 
f"'l· ...... .,, .. . _ r·� •··•··l'''" 
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I THIS DOCUNENT HAS BEEN CLASSIFIED - IIOT TO DE DIVULGED 

F) Th� "KALAHARI INCIDENT" has beconte a possible war emergency and a real 
threat to our National Security. As you have requested we now furnish 
the name and rank of all millitary officers involed in the recovery 
of the alien space craft in Bo tswana on 7 May I9e9. 

DEURAU OF.$TATE SECURITY: 

C.D. Van Jaarsveld 
P.\ol. Theron 
P .J. du Preez 
T.ll. Oberholser 
lt.A. Treurnicht 
P.A.\ol. Koekemoer 

Hajor 
�lajor 
General 
General 
General 
Captain 

AIR FORCE IllTEU.IGENCE 

D.A. Fielding �lajor 
\oi,A. Spaulding Captain 
F.S. do Dod Haj or 
D.B. Lnbuschagne General 
JI.J. Grccff Captain 
J.H. Van Greunen Captain 
J.F'. Hoffmann S/Najor 
R.G. Shickorlins Captain 
K.J.T. Uckerrnonn Captain 
P.N. Watt Captain 
C.J. F'orbes Captain 

O.S.I: 
O.S.I. 
O.S.I. 
O.S.I. 
O.S.I. 
O.S.I. 

Counter Intolligence 
Counter Intelligence 
O.S.I. · 

·o.s.r. 
Countur Intolligenc� 
Counter Intolliuence 
Counto1· In·talli�:ence 
A.F. Pilot 
A.F. Pilot 
A.F. Pilot 
A.F. Pilot 

The names of the officers who perished when the gravity field around the alien 
space craft deactivated and stalled all electronic equcpment including the 
Puma helicopter, will remain classified untill such time when we can give a 
plausible explanation to the family and relatives of those concerned. 

G) Our office would recommend that an interim meeting be arranged bet11een 
your office, D . O.S.S., A.:·. Intelliuence, ll.L.E.N.I.' and llar Command 
to discus various possibiliLJ�s regardins National Security and the state 
of emergency around this incid�nt. 

T.H. Oberholser (General) 
BEURAU OF STATE SECURITY 
PRETORIA 

THIS DOCUT1ENT HAS BEEN CLASSIFIED - NOT TO DE DIVULGED 
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Bob Pratt got this photo of the 
Bolivian UFO cras h site. The white 

stuff on the mountain is the rockslide. 
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This is the text of the Carp UFO 

C�n�dian �nd Amcr lr.� n $ccurlty Agencies �re cngaccd in � conspiracy 
of silence. To vithhold from the world the �lien vessel seized in the 
sw.:�rnps of Corkcry lto�cl, C:aq,, in 198?. 

UFO slghtlngs in the Ont�rio rer.lon hat! intensified in the 1980's, 
speciric.:�lly, around nucle:1r puvcr cener:�tin!; st:1tions. On November 4, 
1989 at 20:00 Hrs Canadian Defensc Department r.:�d.:�rs picked up a clobc 
�h.:�ped object lravellinc at .:1 phenomen.:�l speed over Carp, Ontario. The 
UFO abruptly stopped, and dropped like a ston�. 

C.:�nadi.:�n �nd American Security Agencies vere immediately notified 
of th� l�ndin&. �lonlt�r in& satel l i tes traced Lhe movements of the aliens 
to .J triangular �rea, (Sec Aerial Map) off Old Almonte and Corkery Roads. 

The ship h.:�d l:111ded in deep sw:1mp ne.Jr Cork<:ry Rond. Tvo A:l-64 
Ap�ches and a tlll-60 11\:u:khOJwk he�clcd Cor the are;t the following night. 
The hcll.:optC'rs c:1rried full veapon lo.1ds. They vere part of a covert 
Amcric:tn unit th�t spccialh.cd in the recovery oC :�lien cr:1ft. 

Flyin& Jov over Ontario pine trees the Ap:�che .:�tt:1ck choppers soon 
spotted :1 &loving, blue, 20 metre in dl ;tm�tcr sphere. As targeting lnsers 
Jockc�··.:l:":, IJ.;,th ;;u:t:;hi:':; \:�l,e:l:th�<! � h ozil." r•.o]l ve.J['t:'!l )O:\d!> of eight missiles 
e.:�ch. All sixteen were exploded in pro�imily llur:;ts ten metres downwind 
from the 5ldt'· 

The missiles vcrc c;�rryin& VF.XXON, -:1 cll':�•lly neuroactive gas vhich 
kills on cont:1ct. Exrose.J to air the ea� bre:�k:o; clown quickly into inert 
t:omponcnts. Immcdi:1tely :�Cter h;:�vinc cnn•plelcd their mission the gunships 
turned around, nnd he:�ded b:1ck ncro:;s the border. 

Now the Cl.:�ckh:�wk l:�nded, :1s men exploded from its open doors. In 
seconds the six m:1n strikcte:�•a h:td entered the UfO through a seven metre 
h.:�tchless, ov:�l, port:1l. No rcsist:�nce w:�s encountered. At �he controls, 
three dead crCWincn vcrc found. 

:.iith the ship c:::�ptured. The llnitetl St:�te� Airforce, l'cnt:�gon, 'l:lnd 
Office of Naval Intcll i�cnce �ere notified. Throu&h the night a special 
tc:�m of technicians h:�d shut-do...,n :1nd dl::;:1:;sC'mblcd the sphere. Early the 
next morning November 6, 1989 con:;truction equlrmcnt :�nd trucks were 
brought into the sw;�mp. The UFO parls were transported to :1 secret (:lc:ility 
in Y.:�n:�ta, Ont:�rio. 

As a cover story the lur.:�ls were infor1ned th:�t o road was bein& built 
throu&h the sw:�mp. No smnkescreen w:ts needecl Cor the military activity 
�s C:�n:1di:�n forces regul:�rly train in the Carp region. Officially nothing 
unusual w:1s reported in the :1re:�. AlthouGh sor:t�one :monymously turned in 
� 3Smm roll of film. It w:�s received by the Nation;�l R<-sc:�rch Council of 
C:�n:�cl.:�, in O t taw:�. The film containcc.l sever;:�l cleat· shot s oC �n entity 
hoit.llnc a l.l.gi.L. (Sec t'loot.;�;ca,)lo) /,t t!•b tl:r.e the pbotecr:�rher is still 
unidentified. 

The humanoids vere packed in tc'c and: sent· to an isolation ch:�mbcr 
at the University of Ott:1w:1. ClA phy:;iolo�ists performed the autopsies. 
The three reptilian, fctus-h<':ldt>d loeincs, w(·re listed 11s CLASS 1 NTE' s 
(Nan Tcrrestri�l �ntities). Like others recovered in previous operations, 
they we're muscular, grey-white skinned, -humanoids. 

The ship wns p:�rti:tlly re .. ssC'Jnhled ;:�t the underground facility i n  
�anata. Unlike previous recoveries this one is pure military. Built n s  a 
"S tarCi�hter" it is heavily &�rmed :1nd :1rmored. In design no rivets bolts 
or welds_were used in f:1stening, yet vhen recons tructed there are �o se:1m;. 
The UFO ltselC is m:1de up of :1 ma tri xcd dielectric magnesium alloy. 

crash documents. 

It is driven by pulsed electroma cnctic fields gcncrnted by a cold 
fusion re:�ctor. All offensive c:�p:tbilities utilize independently targeting 
electronic bc:�m weapons. In the caq�o hold were (ound ordnance r:1cks 
containing fi(ty Soviet nuclear w:�rhe:�ds. Their purpose wns revealed 
by advanced tactical/combat computers loc::1tcd in the flight deck. 

Thrc:�tened by recent East-West relations, nnd the revolutionary 
movements vithin itself. Red Chin:� is prep:�ring for the final ideologic::� l 
war. The aliens have ogreec.l to defend China from the free world' s combined 
military and nucle:�r forces. 

At this time China is nrminc the •tiddlc F.ast with their own nuclenr 
�rsen:�ls. In order th:�t they cnn successfully t:�ke on Israel. Unifying 
the Arahs under one Chinese comm;�nd v:�s ai.Jnplc. Especially vith Israel's 
recent "Iron •·ist'' attitude towards the occupied Ar:�b territories. 

The Soviet varhe:�ds found in the UFO vere destined for Syria: CIA 

operatives in the Hiddle F.ast have noticed huce movements of Chinese 
"technicians" and ":�dvi$o.rs". Chln:1 is also supplying the: Arabs with 
b.:�cteriological nccnts, Hies, llind g�nship5, t:�nks, :1nd aissilc lnunc:hers. 

The \Jsc o( "Soviet" inste:�d oC "Chinese" nukes is p:1rt of a disin(ormation 

campai�;n. To break up East-t-lcst relations after the annihilation of Isr;sel. 
The w.:�rhcads were hij:�ckccl from Soviet subm:�rincs ln the Dragon' s Triangle . 

A section uC :�lien controlled racHlc once: frequented by Russian subs. 

After losing some -900- hi&h yield warheads and thirteen vessels . Commanders 

vere ordered to steer clc:�r of the :1rea. 
The most important alier.-technolocy find vcre the tvo millimetre, 

spheroid, br:1in implants. Surgically inserted through the nasal orifice 

the ind'ividual cl:ln be fully monitored 11nd controlled. �he CIA nnd Cnnadian 

, Government have actively supported mind-�lave experiments for years. 

Currently the Univers ity of Ott:1wa is involved in Extremely Lov Frequency 
(ELf} w:�ve mind control programs. A continu:�tlon of the CIA psyc:hologic:1l 

var £are project known as•MKULTRA, st:1rted at the Allen Memorial Institute 
; in Hontreal. 

' 

Using �LF signals transmitted at the 5:1me wavelength the human brain 

uses, the researchers could sullimlnally control the test subject. The 

alien implants utilize t�e s.:�mc principles except that the vhole unit is 

subminiaturized and contained in the brain. · .. Fortunately the imphnts 
: can be detected by m:1gn�tic: resolution sc::1nnin� technology. All individuals 
' implanted by the :1liens arc clnssiCied :1s ZmlCIF.S. 

The ZOHBIES have been progr:1mmcd to help ovcrthrov Mankind in the 
near [�ture. When China :finishes vlth lsrnel it vill invade Europe. At 
the s:�me time Chinese sp:1ccbascd ljacteriolocic:�l wc:�pons vill be launched 
at the Arctic:. The vlnds vill t�rry the diseases into Russin and North America. 

In d:�ys hundreds of millions vlll be de:�,t ,, -the survivors will hnve to deal 
vith the Chinese, the nlicn�, nnd the ZOHC\ES. ' 

The aliens want all out v:�r so that hum�n resistance would be minimal, 

when they inv:1de. They tried this same tactic once before vith Nazi Germnny. 

Host o( the scientific advances vc have tod:�y came from Cerm:1n science vhic:h 
v<ls b:�sed on alien tcchtloloa;y. llad llltler von the war, the cnrth would 
have become n concentration camp. In order to depopulate the continents 

for the aliens. 
Data aboard the sphere expl:�incd why the aliens ore ao comfortable 

on our world. They preceded •an on the cvolution:�ry sc:�le·by millions of 

years; created with the dinosaurs. Some 65 million years a&o an interdimensional 
war destroyed most of their civiliz:1tion, ond forced them to lenve t�e 

·earth. Now they have chosen to reclaim what was once theirs. 

1 The alien forces with their Chinese and Arab allies vill attack within 

the next f ive years. Waiting longer th:1n that would make it impossible, even 

·for the aliens,· -to reverse the ecological d:�ma�e inflicted on th� Earth by�1n. 
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